CASE STUDY

Accelerating Research and
Education Networks with
Infinera Cloud Xpress
CUSTOMER
Research and education
networks connect across
nations and around
the world to enable
collaborative research
and the advancement of
knowledge.

RESEARCH AND EDUCATION (R&E) networks enable a wide variety of users to collaborate

CHALLENGE
High-capacity demand
among research sites,
high-performance
computing centers and
end-user campuses

constraints of any data center environment. Infinera Intelligent Transport Networks are proving to

Flexible, scalable capacity
to respond to dynamic
traffic patterns
Simple deployment and
operations
Space- and powerconstrained data center
environments
SOLUTION
Infinera Cloud Xpress,
designed for highbandwidth metro
area data center
interconnectivity
High density: 500 gigabits
per second (500G) in two
rack units (RU)
Low-power: less than
1 watt per gigabit per
second
Easy 1-2-3 provisioning
and rack-and-stack
capacity scaling
Point-and-click “payas-you-grow” 100G
bandwidth increments
RESULTS
Significant increase in
available interconnect
capacity
Rapid capacity scaling
to match future user
requirements
Ready for rack-and-stack
network upgrades
Deployed in minutes
without optical expertise
or training
As much as 30 to 60
percent lower operating
cost than alternative
solutions

effectively over long distances. Researchers from educational and government institutions access
experimental facilities, share high-performance computing (HPC) clusters and exchange huge data
sets. Dynamic experiments, new collaborations, and intensive short-term computing requirements
drive large fluctuations in bandwidth demand and traffic patterns. This requires very high-capacity
metro optical transport that is simple to deploy and scale, while meeting the space and power
be a very good fit for these requirements, and a key enabler for R&E networking.

Research and Education
Networks
R&E networks are among the
oldest Internet protocol (IP)
networks in existence. The first
Internet backbone was itself
an R&E network, designed to
interconnect local R&E networks

institutions and even some

interconnection points in the

commercial users. Some of

R&E networking world: between

these are called National

R&E networks and between

Research and Education

HPC facilities.

Networks, or NRENs, because
they are operated primarily as a
national resource within a single
country.

being deployed across the

Connecting the national and

United States.

regional R&E networks together

Today’s R&E networks share the
goals of those early networks,
enabling collaboration among
researchers and scientists with
maximum reach and efficiency.
But just as the commercial
Internet has grown into a
complex ecosystem that would
barely be recognized by early
Internet users, so too have R&E

are roughly a dozen R&E
backbone networks, including
Internet2 and ESnet located
mainly in North America, the
GÉANT pan-European R&E
network, and the Trans-Eurasia
Information Network (TEIN)
in the Asia-Pacific region.
Internet2, for example, connects
to 43 other R&E networks.

networks evolved and expanded

Closely linked to the R&E

to handle huge increases in

networks are a variety of high-

traffic and users, and an ever-

bandwidth sites, including

expanding list of applications.

experimental research facilities

There are dozens of R&E
networks, often organized as
regional or national consortia
of universities, government
laboratories, non-profit research

generating large data sets
and HPC centers that support
complex data analysis and
modeling.
This case study focuses on
some of the highest bandwidth

“The emerging era of
data-intensive science
demands the highest
level of performance from
the network. The ability
for the network to scale
and handle large data
flows efficiently is an
essential capability.”
Inder Monga,
Chief technologist
ESnet
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optical interconnect networks
must also enable new capacity
to be added simply and
quickly
• Power and space efficiency:
In HPC centers, like most
data centers, space and

HPC

HPC

power are limited resources,
so the optical networking
infrastructure must be

High Performance Computing (HPC) Interconnection

compact, high-density and
very power-efficient

HPC Interconnect
Solution
The Infinera Cloud Xpress
Family is designed to address

Solution Focus: HPC
Interconnect

HPC Interconnect
Challenge

HPC is essential for many

Sharing HPC means that

different research and education

massive data sets for each

efforts. Uses of HPC cross many

workload must be continually

Cloud Xpress offers very high

scientific disciplines, ranging

moved, stored, processed and

capacity with high density

from sophisticated computer

moved again, making room for

and simple capacity scaling. A

modelling of complex biological

the next workload. As a result,

single 2 RU device, leveraging

or climate systems to analysis

optical networking becomes

Infinera’s photonic integrated

of massive experimental data

a key enabler – or a limiting

circuit (PIC) technology, delivers

sets generated by high-energy

factor, if it cannot keep up with

a 500G super-channel of

physics. As a result, HPC centers

the demand. In particular, HPC

wavelength division multiplexing

(sometimes called “clusters”)

interconnect requires:

(WDM) bandwidth on a single

have been built around the
world to support computeintensive applications. But HPC
remains a scarce resource that
must be shared efficiently. A
typical HPC center may have
hundreds of users dispersed
over a campus or region, and
they need to access the HPC
center using high-performance

• Scalability: With a wide range

these important requirements
for cloud and data center
interconnection.

fiber pair.

of users, constantly-shifting

By racking and stacking Cloud

workloads, growing data sets

Xpress, capacity is designed to

and unpredictable demand,

be easily scaled with no service

the HPC optical interconnect

interruption, delivering up to

network must provide a

8 terabits per second (8T) on

baseline of high capacity with

a single fiber pair. The Instant

predictable low latency

Bandwidth feature allows the

• Simplicity: HPC operators

activation of WDM bandwidth
in 100G increments via a click

networks. For even greater

are focused on maximizing

efficiency, HPC centers can

the capabilities of their

be interconnected in order to

computing resources and

distribute workloads across

serving their users, and

a wider pool of computing

typically do not have the

Cloud Xpress also enables

resources.

expertise or time to work

efficient scaling with simple

with complex optical

provisioning and open

technology. In addition, HPC

interfaces to plug into existing

of a mouse, enabling capacity
scaling to align precisely to HPC
users’ bandwidth demands.

cloud provisioning systems
using open software-defined
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innovative technology. A*STAR

collaboration. As their usage

oversees 18 biomedical

grows, local R&E networks

and physical sciences and

and backbone networks need

engineering research entities

to grow the interconnection

primarily located in Biopolis

capacity among their networks.

and Fusionopolis, Singapore.

The challenge is to provide a

A*STAR’s network provides high

simple, cost-effective “on-ramp”

performance computational

to the backbone that can easily

resources to the entire A*STAR

scale to meet their demands.

community of over 800 users.

Key requirements include:

In addition to managing several
high-end computers, A*STAR
is responsible for scaling the
data storage required to
The Infinera Cloud Xpress Family, supporting 10 GbE, 40 GbE and 100 GbE

accommodate the growing
needs.

disruption

Provisioning and turn-up is as

Fusionopolis, enabling them

simple as 1-2-3: login, assign IP

to meet the most demanding

and name, and select line and

application needs of their

client parameters. The rest of

research users with a reliable,

the process is fully automated,

high-capacity optical network.

efficient, requiring less than 1
watt per gigabit per second
(<1 W/G), and keeping powerdriven operations costs low.

Solution Example:
A*STAR HPC
Interconnect
The National Supercomputer
Centre (NSCC) and Agency
for Science, Technology and
Research (A*STAR) is a public
sector agency in Singapore
that spearheads economicallyoriented research to advance
scientific discovery and develop

in the capacity to scale to
in the future with minimum

data centers in Biopolis and

And Cloud Xpress is very power

highly desirable to build

the Infinera Cloud Xpress

programming interfaces (APIs).

optical expertise.

approaching 100G, it is also

multiple hundreds of gigabits

(GbE) to connect its two HPC

few minutes without specialized

connectivity at speeds often

Data, A*STAR implemented

networking (SDN) application

systems up and running in a

today’s demands for

Working with Dimension

with 100 gigabit Ethernet

enabling operators to get

• Scalability: While meeting

Solution Focus: R&E
Network Interconnect
R&E networks need to
interconnect to fulfil
their mission of enabling
collaboration across countries
and around the globe. The
major backbone networks need
to have interconnection points
of presence in dozens of cities
in order to reach all of their
local and regional R&E network
partners, and to interconnect
to other backbone networks
serving other geographies and
user communities.

R&E Network
Interconnect Challenge
R&E network users continue
to find new ways to take
advantage of high-bandwidth
network connectivity for

• Simplicity: R&E network
operators are sophisticated

“The Infinera Cloud
Xpress is a powerful
data center interconnect
solution that delivers
scale, operational
simplicity and low
power consumption,
and is an excellent fit
for constantly growing
research infrastructure
demands of the
Singapore research
community.”
Png Kim Meng
Managing Director
Dimension Data Singapore
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physics and bio-informatics,
the advancement of medicine,

R&E

or enabling the Networked

R&E

R&E

Performing Arts Production
workshops to span continents

R&E

while operating in near real-

R&E Backbone

R&E

time.
GÉANT initially deployed the
Infinera Cloud Xpress to extend
100 GbE network connectivity
into the data centers of two

R&E

R&E

R&E network partners:
• Jisc, a UK education and
research organization, that

Research & Education (R&E) Network Interconnection

users of network technology,
but they would rather spend
their time serving users than
configuring optical transport
equipment
• Power and space efficiency:
Operators need to deploy
interconnect technology into
a variety of facilities that may

• Simplicity and ease of use with
1-2-3 provisioning
• Power and space efficiency,
delivering 500G in 2 RU and
using <1 watt per G

Solution Example:
GÉANT Network
Interconnect

have limited and/or expensive

GÉANT operates the pan-

space and power

European R&E network that

R&E Network
Interconnect Solution

interconnects Europe’s NRENs.
Together with its NREN
partners, the GÉANT pan-

As highlighted above for the

European network connects

HPC interconnect solution,

over 50 million users at 10,000

Infinera’s Cloud Xpress is a

institutions across Europe,

good fit for just this sort of

supporting scientific research

application, with these three key

and discovery in areas such

attributes:

as energy, the environment,

• High capacity and simple
scaling from 100G to multiple
terabits, using Instant
Bandwidth and rack-and-stack
expansion

space and medicine. The panEuropean R&E network has
been a vital element of Europe’s
e-infrastructure, providing the
high-speed connectivity needed
to share, access and process
the massive volumes of data
essential to the study of particle

“We wanted something
that integrated with
our existing Infinera
XTC footprint across
Europe to provide a
scalable, cost-effective
way to extend 100 GbE
connectivity into more
locations across Europe
to meet the growing
demands of our users
while minimizing the need
for space and power.
Rapid and easy provision
of new services was also
a critical factor for us.
Instant Bandwidth allows
the rapid activation of
new services to meet the
evolving requirements of
our users.”
Mark Johnston
Chief Network Operations Officer
GÉANT
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operates the Janet network

knowledge without worrying

serving over 18 million users

about network bottlenecks.

• CERN, the European

Conclusion
As R&E users continue to

R&E network operators benefit

expand their use of information

Organization for Nuclear

by having simplicity and low

technology, R&E networks, HPC

Research, at its Budapest data

operating costs. Cloud Xpress

centers and research facilities

center

can be deployed in minutes,

of all types are challenged

with limited training and no

to manage rapid growth and

specialized optical expertise,

provide scalable, cost-effective

so R&E operators can focus

interconnection. Increasingly,

on providing high-value

they are turning toward

connectivity and computing

purpose-built high-capacity

solutions to their users. Cloud

metro optical transport solutions

Xpress integrates into software-

that are simple to deploy and

defined data center and

scale within their data center

networking systems through

space and power constraints.

open APIs, reducing burdens

Infinera’s Cloud Xpress is

on operations staff. And Cloud

proving to be a very good fit for

Xpress provides all of these

these requirements, and a key

benefits in a very compact,

enabler for R&E networking.

Cloud Xpress enabled GÉANT
to expand high capacity
interconnection to these
partners with hyper-scale
density, operational simplicity
and low power consumption.

Results and Benefits
Both R&E users and network
operators alike benefit from
Cloud Xpress. R&E network
users benefit by getting the
bandwidth they need, enabling
them to perform cutting-edge
research and advance scientific

power-efficient appliance
that can fit into space- and
power-constrained data center
environments, and deliver as
much as 30 to 60 percent lower
cost than alternative solutions.

Infinera’s Intelligent Transport
Networks enable national R&E network
operators to scale network bandwidth,
accelerate service innovation and
simplify network operations. For more
information on Intelligent Transport
Networks, including the Cloud Xpress,
please visit us at www.Infinera.com or
click on this link to contact us.
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